The Problem:
1 ) Time spent boarding an aircraft is time not spent in the air ($$$).
2) The order in which people enter the plane directly affects the amount
of time required to get everyone seated.
3) Some of the limiting effects are
a) Blockage - People waiting in the aisle behind other people
b) Interference – People having to move around to let other people
take their seats.

The Approach:
1) Construct a discrete-time simulation model that accounts for blockage
and interference.
2) Characterize a few simple and intuitive seating strategies to obtain a
baseline
3) Perform an optimization to find a strategy that minimizes boarding time.
As this is fundamantally a combinatorial optimization problem,
I tried a genetic algorithm.

Some Wrinkles:
1) Airlines do not line people up in a specified boarding order.
2) People are usually boarded in 3-5 groups known as boarding zones.
3) The individual boarding order within a zone is random – determined by
mob behavior
4) The optimization process needs to assign seats to zones.
5) Since Boarding order within a zone is random, the optimizer need to
use a statistical measure (e.g. Mean Boarding Time) as its objective
function.

Structure AisleSlot
State As AisleState
NextState As AisleState
Timer As Single
Passenger As PassengerType
ExitRow As Integer
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AISLE

Structure PassengerType
Row As Integer
Seat As Integer
Zone As Integer
BoardingOrder As Integer
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CABIN SEATING ARRAY
Structure SeatType
Passenger As PassengerType
Occupied As Boolean

Each 'Aisle Slot' is modeled as a state machine that allows for blocking behavior. Key parameters are:
Passenger Advance Time – How fast the passenger moves down the aisle when not blocked.
(assumed uniform for all passengers)
Seating Time – how long it takes a passenger to move from the aisle to his seat when he arrives at his
seating row. This time is dependent on how many people he needs to bypass to get to his seat (0, 1 or
2)
Aisle Cell State Machine
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Simulation model implemented in Microsoft VisualBasic (Visual Studio)

Random

Back-to-front Orders

Model Parameters:
Passenger Advance Rate: 1s
Interference 0 Seats: 5s
Interference 1 Seats: 10s
Interference 2 Seats: 15s
DeltaT = 0.1s

Zones

Outer-to-Inner Orders
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100 Runs performed on each model with random
boarding order within each zone.
Back-to-front performs worse than random in most
cases. It also performs worse as the number of zones is
increased.
Outer-to-inner performance significantly better than
back-to-front. Adding zones improves performance.
While mean boarding time is interesting, a more 'worst
case metric', such as 90th percentile may be more useful
as an objective function.
Mileage may vary based on model !!

Population

Evolutionary Algorithm:
1) Initialize population of random 'genomes'.
2) Evaluate 'Fitness' (objective function) for each 'genome'
in population. Average boarding time for zone pattern
Is obttained by simulated over 'N' (25) trials. Smaller is
better!
3) Keep 'most fit' subset. Select 'K' best performers – kill off
the rest. This is the most simple selection algorithm.
4) Replace deceased with 'children' of survivors.
Reproduction by 'cloning'
Reproduction by 'crossover'
Random Mutations also inserted in 'children'
5) Repeat steps 2 through 4 until sufficiently fit individuals
evolve – or you run out of patience with algorithm!

The 'Genome'
The GENOME for this problem is the cabin
boarding zone pattern. This is analogous to the
DNA in a single living organism. For the
simulation, multiple random passenger boarding
orders are generated and simulated based on
each genome. A genome's 'fitness' is a statistical
function (e.g. average) of the resulting simulated
boarding times.

1) The Mutation Rule has a significant effect on the
quality of the solutions. M1 (Swap zones of any
seats) does better than M2 (Swap zones of adjacent
seats only)

2) Crossover by itself does not work well at all. At some
point the genomes seem to run out of 'diversity'. When
combined with mutation, however, the combination works
a little better (maybe) than mutation alone.

3) Mutation rate has an effect on solution quality, with
there being a 'sweet spot' in mutation rates. Either too
high or too low a mutation rate noticibly reduces
solution quality versus mutating at a more nearly
optimal rate.

And the 'Winning' Zoning plan is.....

.

Evolved Solution - Mean Boarding Time 310.8
(M1 + Xover, 2K Generations – mean of 25 runs)

6 Zone Outer-to-Inner – Mean Boarding Time 319.8
(mean of 100 runs)

Only slightly better than 6-zone Outside-to-Inside...

Further Reading.....
In the Zone: Novel Approaches to Airplane Boarding 'Team 2056' (2007)

https://math.duke.edu/sites/math.duke.edu/files/MCM2007lmw.pdf

Student team project with very similar approach, but less success in getting EA/GA to deliver results
Optimal boarding method for airline passengers, Jason H. Steffen (2008)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/0802.0733.pdf

Optimization relying on analytic model of boarding times
A Simulation Study of Passenger Boarding Times in Airplanes H. Van Landeghem, IIE Annual Conference. Proceedings; Norcross (2002): 1-6
Seminal simulation study of effectiveness of airplane boarding zone effectiveness.
An Introduction to Genetic Algorithms, Melanie Mitchell (1996), MIT Press Cambridge, MA
An easy-to-follow introduction what is a GA with application examples in numerous domains

